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Of the cultivation of palmistry among the
Komans there is little evidence; but in the
second century Artemidorus of Ephesus, the
author of a work on the interpretation of
dreams, is said to have devoted a whole trea-
tise to the subject, which, however, is not
extant.
The writers of the Middle Ages made fre-
quent reference to the subject, and an impor-
tant work was printed at Augsburg in 1475
by Johann Hartlieb. In the sixteenth cen-
tury there were several treatises on the sub-
ject; in the end of the eighteenth century a
celebrated palmist foretold the downfall of
Napoleon; in recent times two Frenchmen,
D'Arpentigny and Desbarrolles, have be-
come the leading authorities, and it is on
their works that modern English books on the
subject are chiefly founded. The observa-
tion of the fingers and joints of the hand
is quite as important to the chiromant as that
of the palm itself. The thumb is generally
regarded as the most important part of the
hand. The first, or upper, phalanx of the
thumb, when well developed, shows the pres-
ence of will and decision of character; the
second, according to its development, indi-
cates more or less logical power (see accom-
panying diagram for explanations through
the remainder of the article). In studying
palmistry the mounts of the hand, with the
marks on them, and the lines in the palm are
considered. The mounts are the elevations at
the base of the ringers and thumb and in the
side of the palm which extends from the root
of the little finger to the wrist. The mounts
are seven in number and are named from the
planets, by the signs of which they are also
known, namely, 9 for Venus, Qj. for Jup-
iter, li? for Saturn, <•> Apollo, $ Mercury,
*b Mars, (D the Moon. When well devel-
oped, the mounts indicate the possession of
the quality associated with the respective
planets—for instance, Jupiter denotes pride
and ambition; Saturn, fatality; Apollo, art or
riches; Mercury, science or wit; Mars, cour-
age or cruelty; Venus, love and melody; the
Moon, folly or imagination. But the effect
of a greatly developed mount may be modified
by the lines in the palm or by other signs.
There are four principal lines—namely,
the line of life, which surrounds the thumb,
and which, if long, indicates a long life;
the line of head, the line of heart, and the
rascette, or the bracelets. The bracelets if
well marked strengthen the effect of the line
 of life, each bracelet indicating thirty years
of life. The line of heart, if long, clear cut
and well colored denotes an affectionate and
devoted character; and the nearer the line
stretches to Jupiter the better the character.
If the line end in a fork, so much the better.
In actors and mimics this line ascends the
mount of Mercury. A good line of head-
that is, a clear-cut, long, unbroken line—in-
dicates the presence of superior intellectual
qualities. If the line stretch to the mount
of the Moon, it indicates imagination. A
winding headline shows folly and indecision
of character; a linked line (like a chain) de-
notes want of concentration. The other lines
(which are not present in all hands) are the
line of Saturn, or fate; the line of Apollo;
the line of liver, or health, and the line of
Venus. A long, clear-cut line of Saturn
foretells a happy and prosperous life, while
breaks or windings in the line foretell misfor-
tunes or obstacles; a good line of Apollo
shows that its owner will be successful in art;
a good liver-line promises a long and healthy
life; the Venus line, when present, indicates
a character very liable to be influenced by
the passion of love. Such marks on the
mounts or lines as stars and crosses have
their respective significations. A good open
space between the lines of head and heart (the
quadrangle) indicates a generous and noble
disposition, while a very narrow space in the
quadrangle is a sign of avarice and egotism.
PALM, pahm, OIL, an oil obtained from
the fruit of the oil palm, a native of the
west coast of Africa. This tree grows to the
height of thirty feet, bears a tuft of large
pinnate leaves and has a thick stem, cov-
ered with the stumps of the dead leaves. The
fruits, which are borne in dense clusters, are
about one and one-half inches long by one
inch in diameter, and the oil is obtained
from their pulp. The oil is of an orange-
yellow color, and when chilled hardens and
looks like butter, for which it is sometimes
substituted. Like butter, it soon becomes
rancid. It is extensively employed in the
manufacture of soap and candles and for
lubricating machinery.
PALM SUNDAY, the last Sunday of
Lent, the Sunday which irnmediately pre-
cedes Easter, so called from the custom of
using palm branches in the religious exer-
cises on that day commemorating Christ's
triumphal entry into Jerusalem. Palm Sun-
day was first celebrated in the fourth cen-

